How to Apply for DRC General Housing

**STEP 1 AND 2**
Apply for a Lottery #
Let's Rutgers know that you are considering to live on campus!
Not locked in yet! January 16- January 24

**STEP 3**
Notification of Lottery #
Rutgers let's you know your lottery number based on the number of students who apply! This and seniority points are taken into account when determining eligibility for your housing selection!
January 26

**STEP 4**
Notification of Eligibility
Based on lottery numbers, seniority points and DRC enrollment, you are notified of which housing option you are eligible for.
February 3

**STEP 5**
Select your room!
Select your double, single or apartment space to lock in your housing assignment for next year!
February 6-7

All set for the 2017-18 Academic Year!